
Federal Risk Management and the Dynamics of 

Downsizing 
To the extent that today’s budget pressures turn into budget cuts, some agencies and programs may face 

substantial reductions in size. Active risk management, already important, will become even more 

essential to guard against major unexpected consequences as resources become constrained. Past 

experience of downsizing suggests that it may be accompanied by buyouts and other staff reductions, 

deferred investment in information systems and other program infrastructure, and, if downsizing is not 

implemented well, management confusion and low workforce morale. One consequence may be what 

some call “hollow government” as agencies and departments try to spread resources thinly across 

multiple programs and activities, thereby skimping on many of them. 

 
Often, to avoid disappointing stakeholders of particular programs, budget-cutting may aim at 

administrative functions such as travel, training, and oversight. This already happened with government 

procurement. Dan Gordon, Administrator for Federal Procurement Policy, testified in 2011 that, “…lack of 

capacity has caused harm at every step of the acquisition process…” 

 
Budget restrictions on the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) in the years before Hurricane 

Katrina were especially costly. While funding levels were not FEMA’s only problem, the DHS inspector 

general, not usually a supporter of spending more money, explicitly stated in its review of FEMA’s 

performance in Katrina that additional investment “is necessary to establish basic case management 

capabilities…More resources must be afforded to FEMA…” 

 
Cuts in travel budgets also may have unexpected effects. As one official put it, if he wanted to set up an 

operation to defraud one of his agency’s programs, he would locate his facility where the agency didn’t 

have a regional office; constrained travel funds could prevent the agency from documenting the fraud for a 

long time. 

 
In her insightful analysis of the space shuttle disasters, Julianne Mahler highlights another problem: 

agencies facing budget pressures may pretend that they can do more with less or, in the slogan at NASA 

between the two shuttle disasters, that they can operate “faster, better, cheaper.” As the joke goes, 

policymakers usually may have any two of these attributes, but not all three. Mahler argues that NASA 

faced the loss of congressional support if it openly confessed its inability to maintain a rigorous schedule 

of shuttle launches, even though budget pressures had caused staffing reductions, including those in the 

agency’s safety organization. 

 
OMB is well-positioned to help agencies protect themselves against unexpected adverse events. OMB 

should seriously consider establishing a position of Chief Risk Officer, supported by a small staff, to 

monitor major emerging risks and provide support as agencies seek to “do more with less” as the 

optimistic saying goes. For government as for the private sector, effective risk management is an integral 

part of good management more generally. While good management has always been important, it will be 

essential for agencies to cope successfully with the combination of budget uncertainty and actual 

cutbacks that are likely to characterize the coming years. 
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